Available via lwwhealthlibrary.com, this package provides integrated access to core textbooks, video clips, and multimedia content for success as a practicing pharmacist.

Features:
- Over 40 core textbooks for pharmacy students and practitioners
- Robust video library with professional resources covering Pathology/Pathophysiology, Pharmacy Practice, Physical Examination, and Physiology
- Full book chapters are printable and can be shared with colleagues and students
- Books are continually updated with the most current edition
- Sophisticated semantic search and user-friendly navigation

Please note we always add new editions as soon they are published. That means multiple editions of a book may be available. Books in this collection include the following (be sure to visit Health Library: User Central for the most up-to-date list):

- Ansel’s Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms and Drug Delivery Systems, 9e
- Ansel’s Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms and Drug Delivery Systems, 10e
- Ansel’s Pharmaceutical Dosage Forms, 11e
- Koda-Kimble and Young’s Applied Therapeutics: The Clinical Use of Drugs, 10e
- Applied Therapeutics: The Clinical Use of Drugs, 11e
- Basic Clinical Pharmacokinetics, 5e
- Basic Clinical Pharmacokinetics, 6e
- Bates’ Guide to Physical Examination and History Taking, 11e
- Bates' Guide to Physical Examination and History Taking, 12e
- Boh’s Pharmacy Practice Manual: A Guide to the Clinical Experience, 3e
- Boh’s Pharmacy Practice Manual: A Guide to the Clinical Experience, 4e
- Clinical Pharmacokinetics: Concepts and Applications, 4e
- Communication Skills in Pharmacy Practice, 6e
- Comprehensive Pharmacy Review for NAPLEX, 8e
- Contemporary Drug Information: An Evidence-Based Approach
- Essentials of Pathophysiology: Concepts of Altered Health States, 3e
- Essentials of Pathophysiology: Concepts of Altered Health States, 4e
- Essentials of Pharmacoeconomics, 2e
- Foye's Principles of Medicinal Chemistry, 7e
- Introduction to the Pharmaceutical Sciences: An Integrated Approach, 2e
- Lippincott’s Illustrated Reviews: Immunology, 2e
- Lippincott’s Illustrated Reviews: Microbiology, 3e
- Marks’ Basic Medical Biochemistry: A Clinical Approach, 4e
- Marks’ Basic Medical Biochemistry, 5e
- Martin’s Physical Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences: Physical Chemical and Biopharmaceutical Principles in the Pharmaceutical Sciences, 6e
- Martin’s Physical Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences, 7e
- Medical Physiology: Principles for Clinical Medicine, 4e
- Medical Physiology: Principles for Clinical Medicine, 5e
- Patient Assessment in Pharmacy Practice, 2e
- Patient Assessment in Pharmacy Practice, 3e
- Patient Care Management Lab, 3e